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Toward a Contextualized Theology of Work 

for the Philippines 
 

Note: The material below was first presented in an Asian consultation on marketplace theology 
which took place in Manila November 28-30, 2007. Much of the material on the Philippines was 

presented by Dr. George Capaque.  

 
 

 How does a Filipino understand work? 

 What meaning does he/she give to it? 
 This is an attempt to develop a contextual understanding of work; a people’s theology of 

work using local materials (culture) mutually interacting with biblical faith  
 

1. The Anthropological Dimension 
 

(To develop a contextualized theology of work we must know how the human person is 

viewed; what makes persons “tick”; how persons see themselves in relation to family and 
community; how decisions are made; how the physical and spiritual aspects of personhood 
are related; sexual identity) 

 

The Filipino Concept of Buhay

Loob – the Filipino true or whole self

Kalooban

(inner self)

Kaluluwa

(vital self)

Katawan

(embodied 

self)

 
• Kaluluwa is associated with ginhawa (relief, well-being, but in other languages, “breath”)  

• Essentially, kaluluwa is diwa (= “essence” or “spirit”) 
• Diwa holds together the different elements (physical and spiritual) of existence and 

integrates them into one functioning whole called buhay or life 
• Diwa is what “endows spiritual status to our earthly existence,” the “divine in us,” “God 

within men”  

 
 Hanapbuhay means more than just economic survival  

 Synonyms  
       kabuhayan = ka + buhay +an 
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            ka-an joined to a noun indicate the 
            qualification or nature of a thing; lit., “the 

            means by which one lives” 
       ikinabubuhay = ika + in + rep. of first syllable  

             ika – the cause or reason for what the r.w.     
                      says 

             literally, “to cause or to be the cause of life” 

                  
Implications: 

 
 Work in Filipino thought deals with, or relates to, life. 
 To work is to live 

 Work is part of human life; it is life-giving 
    Cf. Cebuano idiom, patay-patay ug trabaho (work like a dog). Patay means “dead.” So, “to 

work yourself to death” = diminish life      
 
What Makes a Philipino “Alive” (buhay)? 

 
 Loob is the Filipino whole self experienced as kalooban (inner self – heart, spirit, but also 

relational, ka + loob + an), kaluluwa (vitality, power), and katawan (embodied, relates 
with the material world)  

 

 

2. The Worldview Dimensions: 

 
Worldview concerns the values that govern life; how reality is perceived; spirituality. 

 

Core Philipino Values: 
 

 The Filipino loob is relationally- oriented 
 Kapwa (other, neighbor) is in the loob  
 Pakikipagkapwa (personalism) characterizes all Filipino relationships and emphasizes 

belongingness to a social collectivity 
 Dama or damdamin (feeling) connects one loob with another. Accounts for Filipino 

sensitivity. 
 Dangal (honor, dignity) – synthesizes personalism and sensitivity  
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Contrasts between Western and Filipino value 
orientations (F. Landa Jocano)

Personalistic

“emphasis on 

subjective & 

euphemestic 

orientation”

Collectiveness

“group gain”

Good behavior as 

the basis of 

rewards

Individualistic

“emphasis on

objective & 

concrete 

orientation” 

Distinctiveness

“personal gain”

Accomplishments 

as basis of rewards

contrasts

Western Filipino

 
Implications: 

 

 From hanapbuhay to mabuhay (lit., “to live,” the Filipino greeting). Work affirms and 
sustains life. 

 Being and doing flow from each other (perichoresis).  The Filipino worker brings 
his/her whole self to the workplace. E.g., bayanihan (lit., “to be a hero to each 

other”)= spirit of cooperation and collaboration. 

 Philipinos “feel their way into a situation” including the workplace (Capaque) 

 The Philipino works communally.   

 

3. The Social, religious and economic situation: 

 
• Corruption (The Philippines ranks high in surveys of most corrupt countries by 

Transparency International),  
• Casualization (employers are required after six months to give a probationary worker 

permanent employment, which leads to dismissing people regularly before that time. 
Somewhat abated by the development of supportive cooperatives  

• Poverty (40 of the 70 million are poor, 15 million live on less than one USD a day). Yet 

Philipinos are considered to be the happiest people on earth!  
• Continuing lack of equity in income 

• Irresponsible treatment of environment 
• Remarkable economic growth that, however, has not resulted in an improvement in 

quality of life 
 

Implications: 

 
A theology of work in the Philippines must deal with these ethical and social issues, especially 

poverty and corruption. “Corruption is like getting water from a faucet. The private sector is 
represented by the faucet that provides the money while the public sector can be the container 

that receives. If the faucet stops pouring then the container does not receive anything. If the 
private sector stops paying then the public sector will stop asking.” (Grace Tan-Sumbillo) 
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